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Some think Steampunk is very cool, others call it a bizarre fad--but the truth is that Steampunk has
been around for more than two decades, and it's likely to stay for many years to come. Steampunk
enthusiasts love fashion accessories--especially those they can craft and style themselves. The
craze for this oddly appealing union of Victorian and science-fiction fashion accessories continues
to be popular, and this color-illustrated book presents 20 different accessory projects that
Steampunk buffs will love. They include--

A bezel ring with secret compartments His 'n hers

steampunk bracelets made of woven leather with filigree hearts A customized leather belt with
ornamental bullet casings and cogwheels An aviator/steampunk hat with headphone pockets 3D
goggles that can be customized into steampunk sunglasses . . . and more Steampunk enthusiasts
will find all accessories easy to craft. Detailed diagrams are included with the book's instructions.
Heavily illustrated in color.
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I love crafting and crafty books and steampunk. This book has all three. There are quite a few great
ideas for one to try in here, but I wasn't blown away. If I wanted to do every single project I would
have given it five stars, but since thats not the case I give it four.With that being said the content is
well delivered. Very nice pictures to show what you are making, clear instructions should make this
fairly easy for anyone to follow. In addition, with some of the skills you learn, it will be easy for you to
adapt ideas into your own vision, and not just make a carbon copy of what is presented in the book.

We here at Steampunk Tales have been having an absolute blast with Steampunk Accessories: 20
Projects to Help You Nail the Style It is the perfect seed for your creative steampunk project. The
projects are varied, tasteful, pragmatic and loaded with steampunky goodness. If you're a fan of the
genre and a crafter or interested in crafting, Steampunk Accessories: 20 Projects to Help You Nail
the Style is the perfect launch-pad to get you right into the mix. Nicely done!

Thee are so many ideas in this book and the directions really help. You can actually follow them.
However, true to steampunk style, you will be hand making all of the items. Great book for anyone
interested in making personal wearable items and jewlery.

The goggles on the cover are the most impressive of the 20 projects in this book, made mostly of
recycled plastic. The best part of this book is the crafting tips and the inclusion of cut out or scan
and print pages with typewriter keys, paper texture and lettering. A good section thrifting discusses
what to look for, deciding on value before destroying, cleaning and applying age. It has good tips on
basic jewelry technique and leather craft. Doing these projects will upgrade your crafting skillset. No
clothing is included, but all accessories that can make a simple outfit fabulous.

Book arrived sooner than expected, in good, fair condition(as described). A fun book for anyone into
steampunk or crafting in general. Already made 2 projects from book, has some great ideas for
accessories. Highly recommended for the steampunk enthusiast.

Great photos, inspiring projects for the DIY steampunker! Well written and easy to follow instructions
make this a great guide to bring your attire to the next level!

A Must have for novice steamers, maybe a pass for the hard core. I liked it enough to keep it.

I ordered this by clicking on the wrong book. I was pleasantly surprised. Aside from those tacky
toilet paper goggles featured on the cover, it does have some nice items.
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